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Executive Summary
“Pathfinders offered practical, logistical, tactical, & moral support immediately
following the impact. The team’s vast knowledge in disaster management with boots
on the ground here on Long Island is very much needed to return and help us
transition into a sustained recovery phase.” Ms. Bootle Bethel, Long Island Administrator
On October 3, 2015 at 2 AM, after the Cat 4 Strike of Hurricane Joaquin, the Bahamas National
Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) Director, Capt. Stephen Russell, tasked in a
Pathfinder team to assist local Island Administrators. Hurricane Joaquin caused extensive wind
and flooding damage to five Family Islands in the SE sector of the Bahamas, particularly because
the storm was almost stationary with hurricane force winds for 27 hours.
Within 6 hours of its tasking, a Pathfinders Task Force (PTF), Type V Liaison officer arrived at
NEMA’s EOC in Nassau for a briefing with the NEMA Director and staff. PTF was tasked to
establish an Incident Command Post (ICP) in Exuma during its response operations, with the ICP
serving as a hub for the fanned out response and relief operations to the 5 islands’ settlements.
PTF objectives in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Joaquin were as follows:








Identify and document the severity of impact on affected islands
Make contact with local island administrators to coordinate response operations
Manage incoming emergency relief supplies at PTF Logistic Staging Area
Manage the distribution of emergency relief supplies to affected islands
Establish Points of Distribution on affected islands to distribute relief supplies
Conduct door-to-door operations to resolve unmet needs of homebound survivors
Assist with emergency evacuation operations

The Pathfinders Task Force established an Incident Command Post on Exuma, Bahamas from
where all PTF operations were managed. The Palm Beach County All-Hazards Incident
Management Team (PBC AHIMT) deployed with PTF and assisted in conducting response
operations on affected islands.
The Pathfinders Task Force coordinated and managed rescue and evacuation operations, assisted
with Logistic staging areas and distributions both on site and remotely in the US, as well as
coordinated a large fleet of incoming air lift and then sea lift supply operations. PTF also
supplied situational awareness of field operations and conducted statistical analysis of field
information for the Nassau EOC. This After Action Report summarizes the operations conducted
by PTF and includes sample data and photos collected during the response.
“We have never been to a place so well organized. No other Island has had a Command
remotely similar to Long Island’s with its Island Administrator so much in control.”
Oct. 8, 2015 Long Island Command Briefing Captain Chris Swanwick,
Royal Engineers and Marines, Royal Fleet Auxiliary, Lyme Bay
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Major Strengths
The major strengths identified are as follows:
 PTF, Type V Liaison team was on the ground within 6 hours of receiving official tasking
 Integration with the Palm Beach County All-Hazards Incident Management Team was
excellent
 Bahamas Telephone Company’s rapid upload of local SIM cards for PTF cellphones was
invaluable
 Having an engineer from the Bahamas Ministry of Works trained in Virtual Badge
working in the NEMA Emergency Operations Center was helpful for rapidly
disseminating data collected during field assessments
 Establishing a functional, Incident Command Post was quickly accomplished
 Locating a Logistics Staging Area proximal to airport facilitated operations
 Having an Air Boss on the tarmac improved data collection
 Having local Red Cross liaison helped facilitate volunteer coordination
 Faith-based integration with locals at the ICP was helpful
 Briefings with Exuma Airport Security, Fire Rescue, and Customs went well
 Tropic Ocean airways provided excellent access to affected islands with sea planes
 ALAN logistics coordinating shipping for donated supplies went well
 Exuma local intel personnel were excellent
 Having backup battery packs for field assessment teams was helpful
 Pre-strike FL VOAD announcement had prompt response with bulk supplies
 Having a PTF Log Chief in the States to coordinate relief supplies was excellent
 Initial rapid damage assessment of affected islands went very well
 BGAN satellite unit was helpful for transmitting information from remote areas, as well
as staying in contact with the IC
 With the help of PBC AHIMT, implementing ICS helped improve efficiency of response
 PTF Helicopter operations provided excellent access to affected islands
 Appointment of PTF Incident Commander was seamless
 Joint operations with British Royal Fleet were well executed and made full use of all
assets provided by Lyme Bay
 Having PTF and locals work side-by-side was invaluable due to local knowledge and
helped speed up assessment operations
 Making a complex engineering damage assessment for the Ministry of Works in a
disconnected environment performed well
 Creating the NEMA Damage Assessment form electronically in Virtual Badge took less
than 15 minutes in a disconnected environment
 Performing door-to-door assessments uncovered unmet needs in the worst impacted areas
 PTF expanded air operations allowed for direct involvement with larger scale evacuations
 Prompt response to social media HELP posting led to a dramatic medical evacuation for a
90 year old couple
 Virtual Badge use on smartphones was validated during the first fully disconnected,
major response
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Briefing with 8-person response unit from CDEMA went extremely well
Tracking air operations improved efficiency and accuracy for data collection and analysis
Approximately 20 PTF situation reports were provided to NEMA Command
Integration with Royal Bahamas Police Force was helpful for relief supplies in boats
Servicing 5 impacted islands across a large geographic area was successfully achieved
Delivering water purification kits for up to 90,000 gallons of water was an excellent
mission
Two remote warehouses in FL were helpful in staging emergency relief supplies

Primary Areas for Improvement
“We are drowning in paperwork with duplicate paper forms and big gaps.”
The early successes using Virtual Badge showed local Bahamian officials a new and highly
efficient way to do their jobs more quickly. Over 1,100 field data reports were collected by
multiple sets of responders spread throughout the impacted Area of Operations. Pilots and
responders were able to download the mobile application in the ICP, and it was later uncovered
that air flight paths were accurately tracked by the system.
The time/date stamped and geotagged photos with metadata and data, mostly collected in a 100%
disconnected environment, provided real time situational awareness, both on scene and at the
NEMA EOC. This data was then distributed to multiple responding government agencies.
The contrast between paper and electronic forms was too great to ignore. Slowly handwritten
notes with no photo were manually uploaded to a laptop, with no capability to live share with
Command, while the electronic system provided more detailed into to stakeholders immediately.

NEMA and Social Service Forms

NEMA Disaster Forms – large gaps Spreadsheet – no photos
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Versus…Bahamians using Virtual Badge® on phones and tablets with all electronic data

Sample view of Detailed NEMA form on an iPad. Also installed on Androids plus iPhones as well.

1,100+ field reports were exported from VB in CSV files, with sortable Excel formats to
easily allow detailed analysis and overlays into other Bahamian mapping and data systems.

Time/date stamped photos documented survivor contacts by responders both for
accountability and the ability to rebut claims of any lack of service by responders
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Several other opportunities for improvement in PTF’s ability to respond to the incident were
identified. The primary areas for improvement, including recommendations, are as follows:
















Clarify initial agency authority on tasking
Secure Bahamian point of contact who is authorized to make command decisions
Improve the Planning section for PTF
More thorough pre-check of PTF communications’ equipment
Ensure timely extraction of team members
BGAN satellite unit data cost was very expensive
More thorough safety checks on transport planes
Establish a UHF/VHF Comms’ sector for air boss to communicate with inbound pilots
and to recover intel for outbound pilots
Increase social media presence of PTF operations
Work to reduce local political rivalries within operations
Have NEMA identify through its PIO that PTF is operating within the Area of Operations
on its behalf to help defray critiques that there was no NEMA presence in the AOR
Take at least two safety, 5-gallon gas cans for air flight
Accelerate morning deployments due by more pre-planning operations such as the timely
development of a daily IAP on the Ops period the day before.
Increase local storage capacity for disconnected data collection with Virtual Badge
Improve initial intel exchange with USCG

Overall, the response was a resounding success for the Pathfinders Task Force. Donations
through The Eagles Wings Foundation and its partners once again proved vital for support of the
on-going relief operations. Combining past experiences and Lessons Learned from the 9
previous taskings into the Bahamas, along with the 25+ disasters PTF has responded to, the
overall operation’s phase went extremely well. As always though, there is room for
improvement, as noted herein, and new opportunities now have revealed themselves as the
team’s operations have matured to improve future responses.
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Area of Operations (AOR)
Air Operations – Sample tracking with Virtual Badge®
No Cell – No Internet

Ground Operations – tracked with Virtual Badge®
No Cell and No Internet

Interactive, Google Earth Mapped, field assessments with data, metadata, and color coded,
thumbnail photos conducted using Virtual Badge® on normal smart phones
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Section 1: Humanitarian Aid Operations
The Pathfinders Task Force was focused on uncovering and resolving the unmet needs of
homebound survivors in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Joaquin. Missions included doorto-door operations as well as establishing several Points of Distribution on affected islands. All
operations conducted by PTF were done in coordination with local island administrators and
relied heavily upon local support for staffing and assistance.
PTF distributed over 50 tons of airlift and 80 tons of sea lift to the affected islands. PTF also
assisted with the mass evacuation of Crooked Island, as well as evacuations of individuals off of
the other four impacted islands as well. In one instance, PTF responded to a social media
posting seeking assistance for a 90+ year old couple with disabilities who had their caretaker
leave them in a very isolated home on the south end of Long Island. A PTF team on a Tropics
Ocean seaplane located the couple, performed an initial health and welfare assessment, then
wheeled them across a beach to the seaplane, and evacuated them to Exuma Command. The
couple had been married for 71 years, and the incident highlighted yet another capability of
PTF’s ability to assist NEMA in its field operations.

The 90+ year old couple being assisted to Exuma Command
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Unmet Needs Operations

Medical Welfare Check

Unmet Needs Operations

Unmet Needs Operations

Medical Welfare Check

Awaiting evacuation
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SECTION 2: CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENTS
PTF Assessment Teams were tasked to document the status of critical infrastructure on affected
islands using the Virtual Badge software to collect time/date stamped and geocoded forms and
pictures. The flexibility and daptability of the Type V team led two team members into the worst
impacted areas while the Incident Command Post was still being set up, with BGAN
communications providing the only Comm link to the outside world for the initial Long Island
first pass. With the alternative SAT Comm link having failed, this PTF backup proved
invaluable.
PTF Assessment Teams were focused on documenting the status of airports, roads, electricity
infrastructure, telecommunications equipment, and other critical infrastructure that would impact
local government. This Intel proved vital for initial operations and to assist with the planning
cycle each day for the next day’s operations and logistic supply goals for the impacted islands.
With BTC assistance and the PTF IT Lead, Clarence Town served as an excellent example of
local government relying upon such live time data inflow from the wide AOR. This information
was also sent to NEMA for follow-up.

Long Island Administrator Ms. Bootle Bethel in the Clarence Town Forward Operating Base
analyzing real time field reports while planning for the next Op Period’s Objectives
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Flooded Runway
Deadman’s Cay

Destroyed Cell Tower
Central Long Island

Damaged Roadway
Central Long Island

Deadman’s Cay Airport

Flooded Settlement & roadway

Cell Tower – Clarence Town

Flooded Primary School

Crooked Island Airport

Flooded Road – 15 days after
impact - Crooked Island
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SECTION 3: RAPID DAMAGE ASSESSMENTS
During critical infrastructure assessment operations, PTF Assessment Teams were also
documenting the status of public and private structures on the affected islands. These hundreds
of color coded, rapid assessments were invaluable as they provided PTF and NEMA with an
overview of where the most severely impacted areas were located on the affected islands to more
effectively distribute emergency relief supplies and focus the limited response resources. The
auto-selected, color coded filters on the Virtual Badge system aided in visually identifying
quickly the areas most impacted and with the greatest needs.
Numerous views of geotagged, color coded, Destroyed Single Family Homes
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SECTION 4: MANAGING EMERGENCY RELIEF SUPPLIES
A Logistics Staging Area was established at the PTF Incident Command Post on Exuma. Remote
Staging areas in West Palm Beach and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, also helped feed incoming flights
and sealift to the affected areas. Other flights would check in with the PTF Air Boss on the
tarmac at Exuma, and, after clearing Customs, would be outbound to various locations within the
impacted area. Incoming emergency relief supplies were dispatched based on data collected by
PTF Assessment Teams on the affected islands. PTF assisted and coordinated a cadre of pilots
and over 50 planes which conducted daily flights that delivered emergency relief supplies
directly to affected islands. PTF worked to coordinate deliveries with local Island Administrators
who would assist in arranging for the ground transportation and security of relief supplies to
various Points of Distribution set up throughout the islands.

PTF Loading Relief Supplies on Royal Bahamas Police Force Boat for Distribution on Long Island, Bahamas

Exuma Staging

Exuma Ramp
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Acklins POD

South Long Island drop point

Sea Lift to Long Island

Salina Point drop off

PTF Long Island transport

Acklins Warehouse update

MGM POD

Long Island POD

Exuma Sealift
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Training on 1 of 3 Water Purification Systems donated to hard hit areas without public water
on Acklins, Long Island, and Rum Cay. The systems purify 600 gallons per day and up to
30,000 gallons off of 3 filters provided – all off a car battery or 110 volt power system.

SECTION 5: ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY JOINT OPERATIONS
One of the highlights of this response was the rapid integration of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary.
When the British Marine and Commando Liaisons first landed, they met with the PTF Incident
Commander at Clarence Town’s harbor. With a very short Sit Rep and Briefing, the combined
resources immediately swung into operation. The Lyme Bay response units were tasked
immediately into multiple duties as they only had one day at Long Island. Large truckload
deliveries to different PODs were dispatched, a JCB combo was engaged in heavy lift operations,
a chain saw crew helped further clear key access points, an air medical team assisted first aid
stations, and an engineering unit made emergency repairs for water, electric, IT, and Comms’
enhancements at the Clarence Town Forward Operating Base. The British Royal Fleet personnel
performed exceptionally well and were exhausted by day’s end with a string of significant
accomplishments.
“We have never been to a place so well organized. No other Island has had a Command
remotely similar to Long Island’s with its Island Administrator so much in control.”
Oct. 8, 2015 Long Island Command Briefing Captain Chris Swanwick,
Royal Engineers and Marines, Royal Fleet Auxiliary, Lyme Bay
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Approaching the Lyme Bay with LI Admin Bethel to board via a rope ladder

LI Admin & Royal Marines

Heavy equipment tasked

LI Admin Boarding Lyme Bay

Lyme Bay Heavy Lift

One of two teams of enginners

One of two landing barges
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SECTION 6: DETAILED DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
Following rapid damage assessment operations, PTF worked closely with NEMA and the Royal
Bahamas Defense Force (RBDF) to recreate their official damage assessment forms in the
Virtual Badge software. Once this had been completed, PTF Assessment Teams partnered with
RBDF personnel to conduct a detailed damage assessment of structures on affected islands, and
provided that data electronically to NEMA for follow-up. The PTF forms were all on smart
phones, while RBDF duplicated the data on paper forms, with no photos attached. This process
of door-to-door operations mimicked an Individual Assistance (IA) FEMA documentation
process and proved real time, solid evidence of the capability of the software. These door-to-door
operations also led to finding more unmet needs for the vulnerable populations which was
another Best Practice as PTF was able to work to resolve the unmet needs quickly on site.
Another team of Ministry of Works’ engineers also created a very detailed form on the system
and performed thorough assessments on impacted public facilities, similar to FEMA’s Public
Assistance (PA) process. With Virtual Badge adding in photos and time/date stamped electronic
files downloaded at NEMA EOC into CSV immediately, the Virtual Badge process was highly
preferred by all those relying upon the rapid and massive incoming data.

Royal Bahamas Defense Force and PTF Detailed Damage Assessment and Homeowner Survey Operations

Sample Detailed NEMA Damage Assessment from Virtual Badge Export in Microsoft Excel
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SECTION 7: RESOURCE CHECK IN
PTF used its recent experiences in eight, full scale exercises earlier this year to widen its mission
to include a mobile Resource Check-In procedure. After planning the new procedure, the PTF
Air Boss met every incoming pilot out on the tarmac as the planes cleared Bahamian Customs.
Using a quickly created form with two photos in each form, PTF began documenting the pilot’s
name, his country of origin, the estimated supplies on board, and destination. Tail numbers also
provided extra documentation for later research and analysis. This new Best Practice of the
mobile check-in was fast, efficient, and thorough and would be implemented at an earlier stage
in the next response as it was very successful.
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SECTION 8: Bahamas Electric Corporation – BEC

In the first tasking, the PTF team documented the patterns and locations of the worst damage in
such a way that assisted BEC in planning their response operations as well as supply needs. One
section had 367 downed power polls documented on south Long Island. On the 2nd short tasking,
the PTF Liaison documented BEC recovery operations in action throughout all five impacted
islands. Each BEC crew was geotagged in the time/date stamped photos to validate for BEC and
Bahamian government officials the pace, locations, and estimated times for re-powering various
sectors of the heavily damaged islands.
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SECTION 9: ABOUT THE PATHFINDERS TASK FORCE
The Pathfinders Task Force (PTF) is a group of first responders based out of West Palm Beach,
Florida. PTF specializes in mass care and situational awareness operations in the immediate
aftermath of disaster impact. PTF has deployed to several of the most catastrophic natural and
man-made disasters in modern history since its founding in 1999. For more information about
PTF, please visit www.theeagleswingsfoundation.org or email matt@pathfinders.cc

CTO John Simion & IC Scott Lewis

Task Force Leader Matt Campbell

Operations Section Chief Jose Gonzalez

Deputy IC Nigel Baker

Logistics Section Chief Chief Bob Dawson

Planning Section Chief Roberto M'Causland
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Pathfinders Task Force Briefings

PTF Hot Wash – Exuma Command

PTF – CDEMA Briefing – Long Island FOB

PTF Briefing with USCG Helo Ops

PTF Hot Wash – Long Island FOB

The flexibility of all PTF team members in performing a host of tasks was commended
by locals as an important support to local government response operations.
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SECTION 10: ABOUT VIRTUAL BADGE
Virtual Badge is a two-part software system that uses smartphones to collect and display
information, and a web-based Control Center to view and analyze data. Virtual Badge has two
main functions; identity management and activity reporting.
Virtual Badge is used during disaster response operations to manage the credentials of first
responders and to improve the reporting of critical information during emergency operations. For
more information about the Virtual Badge software, visit www.virtualbadge.com or email
john.simion@virtualbadge.com

Virtual Badge Control Center Map-View

Virtual Badge Mobile Application Samples
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APPENDIX A: Lessons Learned
During the response to Hurricane Joaquin in the Bahamas, the Pathfinders Task Force has
developed several Lessons Learned that will be helpful in improving future disaster
deployments.


Having a private Incident Management Team responsible for coordinating and managing
private sector resources during emergency response operations was extremely helpful in
improving the efficiency and accountability for operations.



Tracking pilot activity by personal contact and monitoring radio activity was invaluable
when coordinating incoming emergency relief supplies and outbound Intel.



Combining Bahamas Social Services and Royal Bahamas Defense Force personnel with
PTF responders will help to improve response time for unmet needs and damage
assessments. By combining these surveys, it also reduces duplication of efforts and
streamlines the reporting process.



Working directly with the Bahamas Ministry of Works, PTF was able to greatly improve
the quality of Public Assistance damage assessments.

PTF “Bus” Driver and Responder Traveling on Flooded Raodway in Long Island, Bahamas
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APPENDIX B: PARTNERS
Partners

The Eagles’ Wings Foundation (Pathfinders Task Force)
Palm Beach County All-Hazards Incident Management Team
Bahamas National Emergency Management Agency
Royal Bahamas Defense Force
Royal Bahamas Police Force
Bahamas Ministry of Works
Bahamas Ministry of Social Services
Bahamas National Geographic Information Services
Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency
Tropical Shipping
Tropic Ocean Airways
United States Coast Guard
Bahamas Red Cross
United Nations
World Health Organization
British Royal Fleet Auxiliary
British Royal Marines
British Royal Commandos and Engineers
Operation Blessing
Samaritan’s Purse
Christian Disaster Response
Sheltering Palms Foundation
Searcy, Denny, Scarola, Barnhart & Shipley Law Firm
Mary Hulitar
Jesus Christ Church of Latter Day Saints
Florida VOAD
Tropical Shipping
ALAN Logistics
UPS Foundation
Anonymous Donor
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of Florida
Long Island Police
King’s Wings Foundation
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Partners

Island Charters
Kermit’s Airport Restaurant
Odyssey Aviation
All of the unnamed, private pilots who cooperated with their invaluable donated services
Disaster Solutions LLC
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